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Prediction of Thematic Hierarchy for Structured Semantic Role Labeling Weiwei Sun Institute of Computational Linguistics School of Electronics Engineering and Computer Science Peking University [email protected]



Abstract In Semantic Role Labeling (SRL), it is reasonable to globally assign semantic roles due to strong dependencies among arguments. Some relations between arguments significantly characterize the structural information of argument structure. In this paper, we concentrate on thematic hierarchy that is a rank relation restricting syntactic realization of arguments. Detection of thematic hierarchy is formulated as a classification problem through assigning different labels to different hierarchy relations. A log-linear model is proposed to accurately resolve the classification task. To import structural information, we employ re-ranking technique to incorporate thematic hierarchy relations into local semantic role classification results. Experimental results show that detection of thematic hierarchy can help semantic role classification, achieving 0.93% absolute accuracy improvement on gold parsing data and 1.32% absolute accuracy improvement on automatic parsing data.
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Introduction



So far, most Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) systems incorporate linguistic information via the classifier’s features. These features usually characterize aspects of individual arguments locally. It is evident that the arguments in one sentence are highly correlated. For example, a predicate will have no more than one Agent in most cases. It is reasonable to label one argument while taking into account other arguments. More structural information of all arguments should be encoded in SRL approaches. A few previous work has explored the structured SRL methods. Punyakanok et al.



(2004) combined local classification results with linguistic and structural constraints of the whole argument structure via integer linear programming inference; Toutanova et al. (2005) put forward a log-linear joint model to incorporate more global features into the classifier, using re-ranking technique. This paper explores structural information of predicate-argument structure from the perspective of relations between arguments. Thematic hierarchy theory argues that there exists a language independent rank of possible semantic roles. This hierarchy can help to construct mapping from syntax to semantics. For example, if the thematic hierarchy relation shows the hierarchy of argument ai is higher than aj , then the assignment [ai =Patient, aj =Agent] is illegal, since the role Agent is higher than the role Patient. We test the hypothesis that thematic hierarchy between arguments can be accurately detected by using syntax clues. Assigning different labels to different relations between ai and aj , we formulate the detection of thematic hierarchy between two arguments as a multi-class classification task. A log-linear model is put forward for classification. Experiments on Penn TreeBank and PropBank show that this approach can get an good performance, achieving 96.42% accuracy on gold parsing data and 95.14% accuracy on Charniak automatic parsing data. In addition, to add structural information to a local SRL approach, we incorporate thematic hierarchy relations into local classification results using re-ranking technique in the Semantic Role Classification (SRC) stage. Two re-ranking approaches, 1) hard constraint re-ranking and 2) soft constraint re-ranking, are proposed to filter out unlike global semantic role assignment. Experiments on CoNLL-2005 shared task data indicate that our method can get significant improvement over a state-of-the-art SRC baseline, achieving 0.93%



absolute accuracy improvement on gold parsing data and 1.32% absolute accuracy improvement on automatic parsing data. This paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives a overview to structured SRL: section 3 briefly introduce the linguistic basis – thematic hierarchy theory and its modeling in SRL; section 4 describes our hierarchy detection approach and the re-ranking method to incorporate hierarchy information to local semantic classification; section 5 reports and discusses the experiments; finally, section 6 presents a conclusion and an idea for future work.
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Structured Semantic Role Labeling



Arguments in one predicate-argument structure are highly correlated, and many structural constraints act on the semantic role assignment for all arguments. Toutanova et al. (2005; 2008) empirically show that global information is important for SRL and that structured solution outperform local semantic role classifiers. Denote the set of arguments A and the set of semantic role labels S. Given role candidate a ∈ A, the score function Sl , a local classifier labels semantic roles in an arg max flavor: sˆ = arg max Sl (a, s)



solution. Let Ua denote the set of illegal role assignments which conflict with some structual constraints, the ILP solution can be represented as: n X ˆs = arg max Pl (si |ai ) n s∈S −Ua



ˆs = arg maxn S(a, s) s∈S



Assume that ai is the i-th arguments in a, si ∈ S is the role of ai , the score function (in style of structured solution) of local classification approach is: ˆs = arg maxn s∈S



n Y



Sl (si |ai )



i=1



There has been a few previous work discussing structured solutions for SRL. Punyakanok et al. (2004) raised an inference procedure that took the scores predicted by a local classifier as input, and outputted the best global assignment that also satisfies some hard prior linguistic and structural constraints. The process is formulated as an integer linear programming (ILP)



exp{Ψ(a, s) · w} s∈S n exp{Ψ(a, s) · w}



P ˆs = arg max n s∈SK



K



n = {s , ..., s } is the set of K-best roles where SK 1 K assignments generated by local semantic role classifier. At the joint leaning time, their system involves many new global features to capture the properties of the whole argument structure, such as whole label sequence and frame features.
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s∈S



By contrast, given all arguments a ∈ An of a predicate, the score function S, and a role assignment s ∈ S n , a structured SRL method seeks a global assignment that maximizes the following objective function:



i=1



Here are two sample constraints used in their work: 1) no duplicate argument classes for A0A5; 2) if there is an R-arg argument, then there has to be an arg argument. Toutanova et al. (2005; 2008) raised a log-linear joint model which also made use of local classifier using re-ranking technique. The formal representation of their solution is in structured prediction style. Let Ψ(a, s) ∈ Rm denote a feature map and w denote the parameter vector, the joint model can be represented as:



Thematic Hierarchy for Structured SRC



Structural information is important to problems that produce complex outputs such as SRL. However, how to model structural information is still under discussion. Previous structured SRL research concentrates on algorithms and linguistic knowledge is implicatively encoded in constraints or classifiers’ features. This paper pays more attention to semantic theories and hopefully exploits structured SRL solution under linguistic frameworks. 3.1



Exploiting Structural Information from Perspective of Relations



”In a linguistic state, then, everything depends on relations”, as Ferdinand de Saussure said, relations are of central importance in linguistics. Gordon and Reid (2007) detected paradigmatic relation on verbs and showed paradigmatic relation information can improve SRL. In a predicate-argument structure, the syntagmatic relations between arguments significantly characterize structural information. There are also various kinds of syntagmatic relations between arguments. For example,



the syntactic relation of a referenced argument that and its antecedent reflect the long dependency between the two constituents. Inspired by thematic hierarchy theory, we pay attention to the hierarchy relation among arguments in this paper. 3.2



Linguistic Basis – Thematic Hierarchy



A thematic hierarchy is a language independent rank of possible semantic roles, which establishes prominence relations among arguments. The thematic hierarchy theory argues that hierarchies of semantic roles affect their syntactic realization (Levin and Hovav, 1996). For example, a precursor to the use of thematic hierarchies in mapping from semantics to syntax is found in the subject selection rule of Fillmore’s Case Grammar (1968): ”If there is an A [=Agent], it becomes the subject; otherwise, if there is an I [=Instrument], it becomes the subject; otherwise, the subject is the O [=Object, i.e., Patient/Theme]” Thematic hierarchies can help to construct mapping from semantics to syntax. This theory has been adopted by a range of theoretical frameworks, including Government-Binding, Lexical Functional Grammar, and Role and Reference Grammar. In terms of NLP application, this theory has been used in sentence generation in machine translation (Dorr et al., 1998; Habash et al., 2003). Mathematically, the thematic hierarchy relation between two arguments is reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive, so, thematic hierarchy is a partial order. However, it is not a total order, because there are no ordering between some group of roles such as Source, Goal and Locative. Assigning different labels to possible relation between ai and aj such as labeling ai  aj as ”” and labeling aj  ai as ”≺”, we can detect thematic hierarchy among arguments using multi-class classification technique. 3.3



Problems in Modeling Thematic Hierarchy



There are two main problems in modeling thematic hierarchy for SRL on PropBank. On the one hand, predicates of PropBank do not share the same list of semantic roles. There are six semantic role types in the label set, which are tagged as Arg0-5. There is no consistent meaning of the six roles. Arg3 for rise.01 is Location, whereas Arg3 for order.02 is Source. 1 On the other hand, al1 The concrete semantic roles information is from Semlink http://verbs.colorado.edu/semlink/ that contain a mapping be-



Figure 1: The Hasse diagrams of hierarchies. though there is general agreement that the Agent should be the highest-ranking role in the thematic hierarchy, there is no consensus over hierarchies of the remaining roles in the thematic hierarchy. For example, the Patient occupies the second highest hierarchy in some linguistic theories but the lowest in some other theories (Levin and Hovav, 1996). 3.4



Ranking Arguments in PropBank



In this paper, the proto-role theory (Dowty, 1991) is taken into account to rank PropBank arguments, partially resolving the two problems above. There are three key points in our solution. First, the hierarchy of Arg0 is the highest. The Agent is almost without exception the highest role in proposed hierarchies. Though PropBank defines semantic roles on a verb by verb basis, for a particular verb, Arg0 is generally the argument exhibiting features of a prototypical Agent while Arg1 is a prototypical Patient or Theme (Palmer et al., 2005). As being the proto-Agent, the hierarchy of Arg0 is higher than other numbered arguments Argi: Arg0Argi. Second, the hierarchy of the proto-Patient Arg1 is second highest or lowest. In the first situation, Arg1Argi(i > 1) but in the second case, ArgiArg1. In this paper, both hierarchy of Arg1 are tested and discussed in section 5. Third, we do not rank other arguments for following reasons. A majority of thematic hierarchies take a equivalence relation among Source, Goal, Locative, and etc. That means a Source role is neither higher than nor lower than a Goal role. This kind of roles are usually labeled as from Arg2 to Arg5. Moreover, according to the equivalence relation and two problems argued above, we take an equivalent hierarchy of arguments Arg2tween PropBank and VerbNet.



5. Figure 1 summaries the Hasse diagrams of the ranking methods used. Two sets of roles closely correspond to numbered arguments: 1) referenced arguments and 2) continuation arguments. A referenced argument, labeled as R-A* in the CoNLL-2005 shared task (Carreras and M`arquez, 2005), is a reference to some other argument. A continuation argument, labeled as C-A* in the CoNLL-2005 shared task, is a continuation phrase of a previously started argument. To adapt the relation to help these two kinds of arguments, the equivalence relation is divided into six sub-categories: AR and RA, AC and CA, =, and ∼. In summary, all relation labels are listed below: i. : first argument is higher than the second argument.



[Arg0 She] [V addressed] [Arg1 her husband] [ArgM −M N R with her favorite nickname]. In the frame configuration a1 + ... + v + ...an , there are n arguments, and therefore |S|n possible role assignment, where |S| is the number of all role types. There are n(n−1) pairs of arguments, if 2 the hierarchy relation of these n(n−1) pairs can be 2 accurately predicted, some wrong role assignment will be eliminated. For example, there are 1 pairs of arguments and 36 role assignments (here taking Arg0-5 as the full list of arguments) in the above sentence. If the hierarchy relation of she and her husband is predicted as that she is higher than her husband, the number of possible role assignments will be shrunken to 9 (if Hasse diagram (c) in figure 1 is used as the hierarchies) and the assignment such as [Patient+Agent] is excluded.



ii. ≺: first argument is lower than the second argument.
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iii. AR: the second argument is the referenced argument of the first argument.



To incorporate the relation information to local classification results, we employ re-ranking approach. Assuming that the local semantic classifier can produce a list of labeling results, our SRC system then attempts to pick one from this list according to the predicted hierarchy relations. The one picked up is in accordance with the hierarchy relations and gets the highest joint score which is the product of probability of all arguments. Our system carries out the re-ranking after SRC. Our structured SRC approach consists of three stages: i) local SRC, 2) thematic hierarchy detection, and 3) re-ranking. In the first stage, a local semantic role classifier is trained to label individual arguments. In the relation detection stage, a log-linear model is trained to classify thematic hierarchy relation of any given two arguments. Finally, predicted relations are used to filter out some unlike semantic role assignments.



iv. RA: the first argument is the referenced argument of the second. v. AC: the second argument is the continuation argument of the first argument. vi. CA: the first argument is the continuation argument of the second. vii. =: two arguments are labeled as the same role label. viii. ∼: two arguments are labeled as the Arg2-5, but not in the same type. 3.5



Using Thematic Hierarchy in SRL



We focus on thematic hierarchies as they are typically appealed to determine the semantic types of the subject, direct object, and indirect object of a sentence. To conveniently illustrate, a sequential chain of arguments and the target predicate [a1 + ... + ai + v + ai+1 + ...an ] is called frame configuration. Notice that, limited by thematic hierarchy theory, we only concentrate on numbered arguments in PropBank which are real arguments rather than ”adjunct-like” arguments which are adjuncts indeed. Take the following sentence for example, the semantic frame configuration of predict address is a1 + v + a2 .



Methodology



4.1



4.2 4.2.1



System Architecture



Detection of Thematic Hierarchy Solutions



Thematic hierarchy detection problem is formulated as a multi-class classification problem in this paper. Denote the set of relations R = { , ≺, AR, RA, AC, CA, =, ∼}. Formally, given a score function ST H : A × A × R 7→ R, the relation r is recognized in argmax flavor: rˆ = r∗ (ai , aj ) = arg max ST H (ai , aj , r) r∈R



Lemma, POS Tag, Voice, and SCF of predicate Categories, Position, and Rewriting rule of two arguments Content and POS Tags of the left and right most words of the two arguments Content and POS Tags of the head word of the two arguemnts Category Path from the target to the first argument Category Path from the target to the second argument Single Character Category Path from the target to the first argument Single Character Category Path from the target to the second argument Conjunction of Categories Conjunction of Position Conjunction of Head Words Conjunction of POS tags of head words Category Path and Single Character Category Path from the first argument to the second argument Table 1: Features used in hierarchy detection A probability function is chosen as the score function and the log-linear model, i.e. maximum entropy model, is used to estimate the probability. The objective function is defined as exp{ψ(ai , aj , r) · w} r∈R exp{ψ(ai , aj , r) · w}



ST H (ai , aj , r) = P



where ψ is the feature map and w is the parameter vector to learn. Notice that the model predicts the hierarchy of ai and aj through calculate ST H (ai , aj , r) rather than ST H (aj , ai , r) where ai precedes aj . In other words, the position information is implicitly contained in the model rather than explicitly as a feature. 4.2.2



Features



Features are used to represent various aspects of the syntactic structure.All are listed in Table 1. Path To capture the syntactic relation, the path features is designed as a sequential collection of phrase tags by (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002). Besides the path from the argument to the target pred-



icate, the path from the first argument to the second argument is included. Single Character Category Path In this feature, each phrase tag in a path is clustered to a category defined by its first character (Pradhan et al., 2005). Rewriting Rule Rewriting rules generating the root of the subtrees of two arguments contain the internal structure information of arguments. Position The original position feature is also defined by (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002). Besides the original position feature, we also take the difference value of positions of the predicate and the argument. In particular, in a frame configuration ... + ai + ... + v + ... + aj ..., this feature of ai is −i, and the feature of aj is j. Head word and Boundary word In the context of this paper, boundary words are the first and last words of arguments. Conjunction Features To characterize the relation between two constituents, we combine features of the two individual arguments as new features. For example, if the category of the first argument is NP and the category of the second is S, then the conjunction of category feature is NP-S. 4.3



Re-ranking



Assuming that the local semantic classifier can produce a list of labeling results, our system then attempts to pick one from this list according to the predicted hierarchy relations. Two different polices are implemented: 1) hard constraint reranking, and 2) soft constraint re-ranking. Hard Constraint Re-ranking The one picked up must be strictly in accordance with the hierarchy relations. If the hierarchy detection result shows the hierarchy of argument ai is higher than aj , then the role assignment [ai =Patient and aj =Agent] will be eliminated. Formally, the score function of a global semantic role assignment in hard constraint re-ranking is: Y Y S(a, s) = Sl (ai , si ) I(r∗ (ai , aj ), r(si , sj )) i



i,j,i


where the function r∗ : A × A 7→ R is to predict hierarchy of two arguments; the function r : S × S 7→ R is to point out the thematic hierarchy of two semantic roles; For example,



r(Agent, P atient) = ”  ”. I : R×R 7→ {0, 1} is index function. In some cases, there is no role assignment satisfies all predicted relations because of prediction mistakes. For example, if the hierarchy detection result of a = (a1 , a2 , a3 ) is (r∗ (a1 , a2 ) = , r∗ (a2 , a3 ) =, r∗ (a1 , a3 ) =≺), there will be no legal role assignment for this detection result. In these cases, our system returns local SRL results.



described in (Koomen, 2005). Maxent4 , a maximum entropy modeling toolkit, is used as a classifier in the thematic hierarchy detection experiments. 5.2



How to Rank Arguments?



Baseline A A & P↑ A & P↓



Detection – 94.65% 95.62% 94.09%



SRL (S) 94.77% 95.44% 95.07% 95.13%



SRL (G) – 96.89% 96.39% 97.22%



Soft Constraint Re-ranking In this approach, the predicted confidence score of relations is added as factor items to the score function of the semantic role assignment. Formally, the score Table 2: SRC performance based on different thefunction in soft constraint re-ranking is: matic hierarchy definition Y Y S(a, s) = Sl (ai , si ) ST H (ai , aj , r(si , sj )) Table 2 is the performance of thematic hierari i,j,i


http://www.lsi.upc.es/∼srlconll/home.html http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/∼cogcomp/srl-demo.php



5.3



Performance of Hierarchy Detection



We report the performance of hierarchy detection here. Table 3 summaries the precision, recall, and F-measure of the hierarchy detection task. The second column in Table 3 is frequency of relations in the test data. The frequency can be seen as a simple baseline for the detection task. Moreover, there is another natural baseline system to predict hierarchies according to the roles classified by local classifier. For example, if the first argument is labeled as Arg0 and the second is labeled as Arg2, 4



http://homepages.inf.ed.ac.uk/s0450736/maxent toolkit.html



Rel  ≺ ∼ = AR AC CA All



Freq. 57.40 9.70 23.05 0.33 5.55 3.85 0.16 –



BL 94.79 51.23 13.41 19.57 95.43 78.40 30.77 75.75



P(%) 97.13 98.52 94.49 93.75 99.15 87.77 83.33



R(%) 98.33 97.24 93.59 71.43 99.72 82.04 50.00 96.42



F 97.73 97.88 94.04 81.08 99.44 84.81 62.50



Table 3: Hierarchy detection performance 
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Table 4: Confusion Matrix of Thematic Hierarchy Detection. Columns are for gold relations, and rows are for predicted relations.



then the relation is predicted as . The third column BL shows the F-measure of this baseline. It is clear that our approach significantly outperform the two baselines. Three major relations , ≺, and ∼ are accurately recognized. The relations hardest to recognize is =, AC, and CA. It is in part because training data is extremely sparse. Table 4 is the confusion matrix of hierarchy detection. Relation  is not very often be falsely classified as ≺, and vice verse. This fact suggests that the thematic hierarchy is very clear for two arguments. Relation ∼ and the former two relations confusion each other most. One reason of this fact is that there are partial order between many Arg25 arguments instead of equivalent relation. Notice that RA does appear in the test corpus, so we do not include this in Table 3 and 4. 5.4



Performance of SRC



Experiments of SRC in this paper are all based on good argument boundaries which can filter out the noise raised by argument identification stage. Overall accuracy of SRC are reported in Table 6. Baseline performance is the overall accuracy of the local classifier. Gold row is the classification accuracy based on gold hierarchy detection. This



Baseline Hard Soft Gold



Gold 95.14% 95.71% 96.07% 97.63%



Charniak 94.12% 94.74% 95.44% 97.32%



Table 6: Overall SRC accuracy.



performance can be seen as the up bound of our structured SRC approach. Compared with gold parsing, SRC based on automatic parsing get more improvement, about 1.32%. In order to compare with the performance of different classification system, we measure the performance in the same way with CoNLL shared task. Table 5 summaries the classification performance of SRC based on the local classifies, hard constraint re-ranking, and soft constraint reranking. The results are based on Charniak automatic parsing. It is shown that the soft re-ranking approach significantly outperforms the local classifier on all arguments except Arg4. The fact that referenced arguments and continuation arguments are improved more suggest the sub-classification of equivalence relation is very useful for SRL. Hierarchy detection and re-ranking can be viewed as modification for local classification results with structural information. Using individual features only, local classifier may falsely label roles in one-by-one style. Structural information can correct some of this kind of mistakes. Take the sentence below for example, • Some ”circuit breakers” installed after the October 1987 crash failed their first test. The frame configuration of the above sentence is a1 + v + a2 , since phrases ”Some ... 1987” and ”their ... test” are two arguments. The table below shows the local classification result (column Score(L)) and the hierarchy detection result (column Score(H)). Assignment Arg0+Arg1 Arg1+Arg2



Score(L) 78.97% × 82.30% 14.25% × 11.93%



Score(H) :0.02% ∼:99.98%



The baseline system falsely assigns roles as Arg0+Arg1, the hierarchy relation of which is . Taking into account hierarchy detection result that relation ∼ gets a extremely high probability, our system return Arg1+Arg2 as SRL result.



Role A0 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 R-A0 R-A1 R-A2 C-A0 C-A1 C-A2



P(%) 95.03 94.67 92.67 92.96 90.20 80.00 91.77 81.60 77.78 33.33 90.11 N/A



Local R(%) 97.19 95.86 87.66 76.30 90.20 80.00 94.64 85.26 43.75 7.69 72.89 N/A



F 96.10 95.26 90.09 83.8 90.20 80.00 93.19 83.39 56.00 12.50 80.59 N/A



Hard Constraint P(%) R(%) F 95.67 97.28 96.47 96.81 95.39 96.09 89.33 91.98 90.63 87.26 79.19 83.03 85.19 90.20 87.62 66.67 80.00 72.73 95.13 95.98 95.56 87.20 91.67 89.38 69.23 56.25 62.07 58.33 53.85 56.00 85.29 77.33 81.12 14.29 25.00 18.18



Soft Constraint P(%) R(%) F 96.20 97.95 97.07 97.36 95.82 96.58 90.35 92.79 91.56 87.58 81.50 84.43 84.40 90.20 87.20 71.43 100.00 83.33 96.46 97.32 96.89 88.41 92.95 90.63 71.43 62.50 66.67 72.73 61.54 66.67 89.22 80.89 84.85 14.29 25.00 18.18



Table 5: SRC performance based on Charniak parsing.
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Conclusion and Future Work



Semantic Role Labeling is a task the output of which is complex and structured. Variables in one argument structure are highly correlated. It is reasonable to assign semantic roles globally. Inspired by thematic hierarchy theory, this paper concentrates on thematic hierarchy relation among arguments which characterize the structural information. The relation detection problem is formulated as a classification problem and a log-linear model is proposed to recognize thematic hierarchy. Experimental results show that this method can construct high-performance thematic hierarchy detector, which achieves 96.42% accuracy on gold parsing data and 95.14% accuracy on Charniak automatic parsing data. To improve SRC, we employ re-ranking technique to incorporate structural information into the local semantic role classifier. In particular, impossible labeling results that conflict with the hierarchy detection results is excluded from the role assignment set. Detection of Arguments’ relations is empirically shown to significantly improve SRC, achieving 0.93% absolute accuracy improvement on gold parsing data and absolute 1.32% accuracy improvement on automatic parsing data. It is one main problem for current hierarchy detection that we do not assign partial order to Arg25. SemLink, a project aiming to link together different lexical resources, supplies solution to overcome this problem. Assigning concrete semantic roles to TreeBank, the SemLink mapping between VerbNet and PropBank makes it possible to give a



rational thematic hierarchy over the VerbNet role list and supplies training data to learn this hierarchy. However, in many cases, a predicate from PropBank will not exist in VerbNet; will not exist in the correct sense; or will have arguments without corresponding roles in VerbNet. In these cases, it is hard to directly make use of Semlink for thematic hierarchy detection. In the future, we would like to do research on how to take advantage of Semlink resource to improve the thematic hierarchy detection and structured SRL.
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